JOURNÉE DE LA RECHERCHE

5 NOVEMBRE 2019, 9h-15h30
Faculté des lettres et sciences humaines
Espace Tilo-Frey 1, 2000 Neuchâtel
Salles RE48 et RN02

Informations sur les possibilités de financement et d'encouragement de la recherche et de carrières

Inscription obligatoire : go.unine.ch/journeerecherche2019
PROGRAM

Morning 9h-12h: Blocks A and B in parallel

Block A
Advanced researchers RE48 (intro to Grants Office, H2020 and SNF funds for advanced researchers, and a panel discussion of ERC and Societal Challenges grants)

Block B
Early researchers RN02 (intro to Grants Office, H2020 and SNF funds for early researchers, and a Practical session on Grant writing)

Lunch – 12h-13h (Sharing Success Lunch with early and advanced researchers)

Afternoon 13h-15h30: Block C (all researchers)

Block C
Data Issues IP in research: DMPs, Sensitive Data, and Open Access

CONTACTS

- Support recherche et innovation
  www.unine.ch/unine/home/recherche/recherche-et-innovation.html
  luc.gauthier@unine.ch
  nicolas.turtschi@unine.ch
  jennifer.mcclung@unine.ch